Effects of palindrome size and sequence on genetic stability in the bacteriophage phi X174 genome.
By inserting palindromes of varying length and sequence into a non-essential region of the bacteriophage phi X174 genome we have investigated the effect of palindrome size and sequence on their genetic stability. Multimers of increasing size of the EcoRI linker CCGAATTCGG (E), the BamHI linker CCGGATCCGG (B) or mixtures of both (E, B) were inserted into the PvuII site of a previously constructed bacteriophage strain phi X174 J-F ins6. The largest inserts that could be maintained in the genome without significant loss of genetic stability were 2B, 4E, and 4(E, B), respectively. Polymers exceeding this size could be inserted but resulted in rapid and precise deletion from the phage genome, whereby nB was more unstable than nE, and nE was more unstable than n(E, B). Analysis of the resulting deletion mutants provided evidence for two different types of deletions. The more frequent deletion arose from either type palindrome and removed nucleotides in blocks of ten base-pairs (one linker unit), but only from the palindromic sequence, and always left at least an 18 base-pair long palindrome (one linker plus 8 neighboring base-pairs) behind. The less frequently occurring deletions arose only from nB type palindromes, removing the complete palindromic sequence plus adjacent nucleotides. At least the first type of deletion occurred in the absence of recA activity. Our results show a correlation between the sequence, as well as size, and the genetic stability of palindromes, i.e. sequences that could decrease the stability of a cruciform increased their genetic stability. This supports the theory that palindrome deletion occurs via extrusion of the palindrome into a cruciform or cruciform-like structure.